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Here in Dun & Bradstreet, we believe that success comes from the ability to 
not just work hard, but to play hard too. 

 
Over here, we not only bring people of different backgrounds and ideas 

together, we also seek to excite, motivate, and inspire your people through 
our innovative and unconventional activities and programmes designed to 

help them find the many positive qualities in them. 
 

Our programmes, inspired by pop culture references such as Running Man 
and Hell’s Kitchen, are designed to enhanced your people in areas such as 

setting goals, role clarification, problem solving, and interpersonal relations! 
 

With Dun & Bradstreet Team Building programmes, we not only seek to 
arouse camaraderie and teamwork in your people, we also strive to bring out 

the creative geniuses and the leaders in your people to take your 
organization to greater heights, together. 

 



Escape From Haunted Mansion 
Horror experience that builds resilient teams 

Imagine your fav horror movies come alive and your team trying to 
escape the Haunted Mansion full of horror creatures. 
First, teams will create their very own monsters who must be able 
scare the hell out of other teams. You can start thinking now who 
to nominate for the roles of vampire or Freddie. 
Then, teams must perform at its best to solve series of challenges 
testing teams cohesion, resilience, decision making and ability to 
think out-of-the-box. 
Each solved challenge allows teams to get garlic, cross, or silver 
bullets that can neutralize approaching monsters for few minutes. 
Hopefully your team will manage to escape The Mansion, 
otherwise it… We won’t tell you what will happened, so you can 
have a good sleep tonight. 

Learning Outcome: Managing Change | Productivity & Time Management | 
Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other & Team Dynamics | 
Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Project Runway 
High Fashion the Green Way 

Unleash fashion designer in you! 
Your team to become a project team in one of Milan 
Fashion Houses tasked to create new collection from the 
scratch. 
From creating concept, to distributing team roles, to 
designing mind blowing costumes, to presenting them in 
impactful way at the fashion show. 
While learning about project management, team work and 
managing change, teams to discover lots of hidden talents 
and to have plenty of hilarious moments. 
Do you have what it takes to become Fashion’s next Coco 
Chanel? 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Productivity & Time Management | 
Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other & Team Dynamics | 
Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Seven Wonders Of Singapore 
Explore, uncover and be surprised 

Singapore. For some it’s home, for others it’s a place they 
visit. Either way this island holds gems; some old, some new 
some everlasting. Discover the many gems this Little Red Dot 
offers with this one day event - old buildings, restored 
buildings, unique museums, hidden alleyways boasting the 
art, lifestyle, food and the people, a uniquely Singapore 
experience. 
Using our unique QR CODE route, that motivates you to ‘self-
discover’ and get adventurous, you and your team will 
uncover aspects of this beautiful city that even Singaporeans 
may not have experienced - off the usual tourist belt and into 
the true heart of Singapore. 
You never know what more you will find. 

Learning Outcome: Winning Spirit | Creativity & Innovation | Productivity & Time 
Management | Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other & Team 
Dynamics | Positive Team Climate | Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Bizarre Olympics 
Your favourite sports the wacky way 

To win Bizarre Olympics you don’t have to be 
professional athlete. But you have to be a 
great team player and be ready for surprise. 
It is a friendly outdoor competition where 
teams will challenge each other playing 
Olympic sports in a way you’ve never played 
them before. 
We don’t want to spoil the fun by revealing 
too much, so let us share some names only: 
“Bad Badminton”, “Blindfold Soccer” “Basket! 
Ball”, “Shoe Bowling”, “Crooked 
Archery”… 

Learning Outcome: Winning Spirit | Creativity & Innovation | Productivity & Time 
Management | Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other & Team 
Dynamics | Positive Team Climate | Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences 



Incredible Rube Goldberg Machine 
Building innovative connections 

We invite your team to join thousands of teams 
from around the world by building own Rube 
Goldberg Machine. 
Teams to construct elaborate Rube Goldberg 
style chain-reaction machines on tables using 
unexpected materials and solutions. Each 
apparatus is linked by a string to its predecessor 
and successor machine forming one giant 
machine. Sounds challenging and exciting! 
To get inspired, check out youtube videos of 
amazing machines created by teams from around 
the world. 

Learning Outcome: Cross Functional Co-operation | Networking | Managing 
Change | Energising a Conference | Fun/Motivation | Uniting New/Merged teams 
| Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other/ Team Dynamics | 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine


The Heist 
Teams get stronger under pressure 

The game is inspired by popular movies “The Heist”, Ocean’s 
Eleven” and “The Italian Job”. 
Individual experts in crime have been secretly contacted to 
collaborate in “The Crime of The Century”. Teams are to 
consolidate tools, schematics and wit to rob the bank at night 
where the world bank would undergo a 60 minute window 
system maintenance which would leave 
the bank with minimal security measures. 
With this window teams must be able to plan and scheme to 
get into the bank compound steal the gems under the dead 
of night, without a trace, 
without a sound. 
Want to see how your team will perform under pressure? 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Positive Team Culture | Creativity & 
Innovation | Productivity & Time Management | Bonding through Shared Fun 
Experiences | Performance under pressure 



CSI 
Murder, mystery, mayhem 
Her blood-shot eyes staring upwards, but forever not seeing. The scene 
that greets the investigator as they enter the hotel room is one of 
tragedy. It looked as if a great disturbance had entered the room and 
left with everything in a mess. The bed-side lamp lying on its side. A 
glass flower vase lying on the floor and its contents scattered. The 
victim’s identity is immediately determined to be the daughter of a rich 
steel- manufacturing tycoon and the wife of businessman. 
This 3-hour game tests the cohesiveness of your team. It requires your 
team to organise itself, delegate roles, have an inquisitive mind, ask 
relevant questions and be observant in solving a ‘murder’.  
The activity is ‘mind boggling’ as it, requires teams to be curious, and 
question witnesses and possible suspects, and look for clues. At the 
same time the activity is ‘hilarious’ as teams have to act out the possible 
murder scenario and reveal the real murderer. 
This game encourages your team to solve challenges constructively and  
collaboratively, bonding in a fun, entertaining and engaging manner. 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Team Culture | Creativity & Innovation 
|Productivity & Time Management | Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



The Domino Effect 
Build them up, then watch them fall 

You’ve heard that a team’s only as strong as its weakest 
link – now it’s time to test the theory! 
One of our most popular programs, the Domino Effect 
brings your team together to create a design built for 
destruction. 
Working in small groups, you’ll create each segment of a 
larger, interconnected domino design. But proceed with 
caution - for the final, breathtaking finale to unfold, every 
team member and tile must be in precisely the right 
position. 
Just one wrong move and your design will topple 
before you can say ‘timber’! 

Learning Outcome: Cross Functional Co-operation | Networking | Managing 
Change | Energising a Conference | Fun/Motivation | Uniting New/Merged teams 
| Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other/ Team Dynamics | 



Airships: Highflyers Race 
Up, up and away! 

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s Superman! No, not 
really, but you’ll feel like Superman once 
you’ve completed this challenge. 
Your team’s been tasked with a super secret 
mission – to create the airship of all airships. 
It must be capable of flight without being 
touched by human hands and has to stay 
airborne for at least one minute. Oh, and did 
we mention it also has to go faster than 
everyone else’s? The 
race is on – are you ready for the highflyer’s 
challenge? 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Team Culture | Creativity & Innovation 
| Productivity & Time Management | Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



F1: Formula to Win 
Ladies and gentlemen, start your engines 

Does your team feel the need for speed? 
Then the F1 Racing Challenge is right up your 
alley! 
Just like real racing, you’ll be working against the 
clock. With limited time and resources, it’s going 
to take all your communication skills to build a 
track that’s just right for racing. 
And we won’t lie - it’s not going to be easy. 
Just like in the real world, things aren’t always 
going to go to plan. Only with team work will you 
steer around the road blocks and get your team 
first past the chequered flag. 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Teamwork Culture | Managing 
Change | Creativity & Innovation | Bonding through shared fun experiences | 
Productivity & Time Management | Cross-functional Cooperation | 



Team Drumming 
The sweet sound of teamwork 

Want your team to dance to the beat of their own 
drum? Get them working in harmony with Team 
Drumming! 
Using a variety of hand drums and percussion 
instruments from around the globe, your team will 
have to work together to find their unique rhythm. 
Challenged by unfamiliar music and instruments, 
your team work and improvisation skills will be put 
to the test. But thanks to our trained Drum Circle 
facilitators, you’ll soon be creating a sweet sound 
that’ll have everyone on their feet. 

Learning Outcome: Promote Cooperation & Teamwork | Inspire Group Creativity 
| Break Down Barriers of Hierarchy & Culture | Provide Sense of Team Achievement 
| Make Working Together Fun | 



Team Symphony 
Building synergy and explosive energy through music 

Want your team to believe the impossible’s possible? 
Then our Team Symphony musical challenge is for 
you. 
Designed specifically for non-musicians, Team 
Symphony uses music to empower and motivate your 
team. 
After learning to decipher a musical score and play 
our specially tuned percussion pipes (it’s not nearly as 
hard as it seems), you’ll be put to the test by 
Beethoven’s famous 9th Symphony. Working as an 
orchestra, you’ll produce sounds that’ll make the 
angels weep. Think it can’t be done? We’re ready to 
prove you wrong. 

Learning Outcome: Teamwork Culture | Creativity & Innovation | Bonding 
through Shared Fun Experiences | Performance Excellence | Understanding Each 
Other & Team Dynamics | Positive Team Climate | 



The Market Game 
Testing your market instincts 

Your team’s one of the world’s most recognised car manufacturers. 
But times are tough and the market’s in a bad way. Have you got what 
it takes to stay on top? 
In this high-stakes, high-pressure activity, your team must work 
together to produce the best car on the market. Not only that, you’ve 
got to secure finance to manufacture it, convince consumers to buy it, 
and negotiate a merger to expand your operations. 
And just when you think you’ve got things under control, a financial 
crisis hits – is your team strong enough to weather the storm? 
Options: 
- Exploring international opportunities. Best if your organization is 
exploring to expand to overseas markets. 
- Government and the market. To learn about role of the government 
in the market economy. 

Learning Outcome: Entrepreneurship | Negotiation Skills | Project Management | 
Strategic Thinking | Managing Change | Creativity & Innovation | Productivity & 
Time Management | Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Engulfed in darkness 
Eye opening lessons from behind the blindfold 

How would you cope if one of your senses was 
taken away? In this blindfold challenge you’ll find 
out what it’s like to live in darkness, as well as 
discovering which of your team mates you can 
trust to be your second pair of eyes. 
In this activity you’ll go through a series of 
challenges – blindfolded. Without the power of 
sight, you’ll need to trust your teammates to lead 
you safely to the light. An incredible bonding 
experience, this activity’s sure to uncover the 
hidden leaders in your midst. 

Learning Outcome: Emotionally charged experience, so lessons learnt will be 
remembered by participants for long time to come | Developing Mutual Trust | 
Giving & Asking for Help | Leadership & Followership Mastery | Bonding through 
Shared Fun Experiences | 



From Plan to Plane 
Deep space comes to Singapore 

Based on a real-life NASA communication breakdown, 
this group challenge will test your team’s  ommunication 
skills like never before. 
Taking on the role of a successful multinational global 
organisation, your team’s been tasked with producing 
new generation spacecraft that will revolutionise the 
industry. But there’s a catch. Your design team is in the 
USA while your manufacturing team is in Singapore. 
NASA tried this in real life and failed, costing the US 
taxpayer millions of dollars. Can you succeed where they 
failed? Only time, and focused and direct communication 
will tell. 

Learning Outcome: Effective Communication | Productivity & Time Management 
| Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other & Team Dynamics | 
Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Terrarium of Happiness 
Building your personal Garden of Eden 

In this hands-on activity, you’ll create figurines and 
landscapes representing your personal ideal of 
happiness. We’ll explore what happiness means to you 
by reflecting on the beauty of nature, and focusing on 
living in the moment. How can you create happiness? 
How can you maintain it? And how can you create a 
happiness zone at work that everyone can share? 
We’ll discuss all of this and more. And best of all, your 
terrarium goes with you back to the office as a daily 
reminder that happiness is found in today, as well as 
tomorrow. 

Learning Outcome: Teamwork Culture | Creativity & Innovation | Bonding 
through Shared Fun Experiences | Performance Excellence | Understanding Each 
Other & Team Dynamics | Positive Team Climate | 



Minute To Win It 
The clock’s ticking 

Luck and teamwork collide in spectacular 
fashion in this fast paced team bonding activity 
inspired by popular TV show. 
Discover your team’s hidden talents in this 
hilarious series of one minute challenges. 
Lady luck will decide which challenges you take 
on, but it’s your team’s ability to work together 
that’ll determine your chances of success. But 
don’t get too cocky – competing teams are out 
to get you with self-developed challenges – can 
you win it in a minute? 

Learning Outcome: Teamwork Culture | Creativity & Innovation | Productivity & 
Time Management | Understanding Each Other & Team Dynamics | Bonding 
through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Hell’s Kitchen 
Can’t stand the heat? Then get out of the kitchen! 

Inspired by the popular program ‘Hell’s Kitchen’, this team 
activity’s guaranteed to get you hot under the collar. 
We’ll start by turning up the heat with a series of fun food 
challenges designed to test your knowledge and teamwork 
skills. Then we bring it up to a simmer with a hands-on 
challenge to produce a selection of mouthwatering, taste bud 
tantalising one bite wonders. 
Finally, things will come to a boil when you present your 
dishes to our panel of soft and cuddly Gordon Ramsay-esque 
judges. It’s time to see if your team can take the heat, or if 
they need to get out of the kitchen! 
By the way, we use Halal Certified ingredients and disposable 
kitchenware. 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Teamwork Culture | Managing 
Change | Creativity & Innovation | Productivity & Time Management | Bonding 
through Shared Fun Experiences | 



We Are Omnivores 
On the hunt for the perfect meal 

Test your team’s creativity, time management and 
decision making skills in this fun food based team 
activity. 
How much do you know about the food you love to 
eat? You’re about to find out! Test your foodie 
knowledge by completing a series of food related 
challenges designed to test your brain power and 
tantalise your taste buds. 
Based around Singapore’s iconic food trails and multi-
ethnic culture and heritage, it’s a treat your team 
won’t forget in a hurry. It might even end up being the 
best meal you’ve ever had! 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Teamwork Culture | Managing 
Change | Creativity & Innovation | Productivity & Time Management | Bonding 
through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Escape Game: 2017 
Time waits no one… 

Time, it’s valuable and precious and for each individual, a finite 
commodity. You probably have caught yourself saying, “Time seems 
to be moving so fast these days!’ 
Escape Race: 2017 is an exciting time sensitive and problem solving 
team activity that requires teams to solve physical and/ or mind 
boggling challenges within.. 
20 minutes and 17 seconds. They score points (or lose points) based 
on how they analyse, plan and execute the ideas to solve the 
challenges. 
Each solutions gives them the clue to the next that ultimately allows 
them to solve and unlock the final puzzle to win. 
The puzzles and challenges may get more and more challenging.. 
over time. 

Learning Outcome: Project Management | Team Culture | Creativity & Innovation | 
Productivity & Time Management | Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Running Man Race 
Your name tag is mine! 

Based on the hit Korean reality show ‘Running Man’, this 
activity will put your team’s leadership, creativity, strategy 
and time management skills to the ultimate test. 
Hearts will be racing as you complete a series of fun 
challenges while trying to snatch the name tags of your 
competitors. But watch out, they’re right behind you! 
You’ll need to be quick on your feet to win this one! 
Suitable for participants of all ages and fitness levels, this 
activity’s ready to go at multiple locations around 
Singapore and Asia including hotels, shopping malls, 
military bases, schools and tourist destinations. You name 
it! 

Learning Outcome: Winning Spirit | Productivity & Time Management | Project 
Management | Performance Excellence | Understanding Each Other & Team 
Dynamics | Positive Team Climate | Bonding through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Around The World in 80 Minutes 
The best games from around the world 

Ever dreamed of visiting far-flung, exotic and 
adventurous destinations? You’ll need all your wits 
(but not your passport) for this travel themed group 
activity. 
Learn about the world around you in this 80 minute 
brain busting team bonding activity. Playing a series 
of games from countries around the world, your 
teams’ creativity, sense of fun and team spirit will be 
put to the test. From Japan to Russia, Korea to the 
USA, it’s a whirlwind trip 
around the globe in 80 minutes. 

Learning Outcome: Teamwork Culture | Creativity & Innovation | Productivity & 
Time Management | Understanding Each Other & Team Dynamics | Bonding 
through Shared Fun Experiences | 



Taking Flight 
Let’s go fly a kite 

Let’s go fly a kite, up where the air is bright – sounds 
familiar? Take a trip back to childhood with this kite 
based team activity. 
In this light as air challenge, your team will use basic 
materials to design, construct and decorate a kite. Then 
it’s time to put the laws of thermodynamics to the test 
with a kite flying competition. Customisable to your 
teams’ needs, this activity’s a great way to build a 
positive and supportive team culture. 
Suitable areas in Singapore for kite flying: 
Marina Barrage, East Coast Park and West Coast Park 

Learning Outcome: Teamwork Culture | Creativity & Innovation | Bonding 
through Shared Fun Experiences | Performance Excellence | Understanding Each 
Other & Team Dynamics | Positive Team Climate | 



Different Different But The Same 
Big Five Traits Personality Profiling 

It’s personality profiling with a twist in this mind bending group 
learning experience. Backed by hard science, it’s the scientifically 
proven way to plumb the depths of your personality. 
Based on one of the world’s most highly researched and utilised 
personality profiling model, We are different offers incredible 
insight into what makes you and your colleagues tick. How open 
are you to new experiences, sociable and assertive, co-operative 
and trusting? All will be revealed in this teambuilding workshop. 
An incredible opportunity to examine and assess how you fit in 
the world, this is a behavioural workshop you can’t afford to miss. 
Suitable as a stand-alone activity, it can also be combined with 
other 
activities like The Domino Effect, Running Man Race and Art Jam. 

Learning Outcome: Discover own behavioural and communication style and 
styles of colleagues | Learn effective communication strategies suitable for 
different behavioural styles in order to enhance intergroup communication and 
team performance | 


